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Of Mice and Man (a reve~ation) 

I have recently been ~hinking about the problems of the computer 
industry and have had a revelation that I think quite relevant to our 
sit~atlon here at ARC. I would like to share my thoughts with you but 
£irst I would like to give you some background of the events Leading 
up to my current ideas. 

I have long thought about how magical and mysterious our modern 
analytical techniques would have seemed to intelligent people be"fore 
Euclid, Newtont{etal.) gave us £ormal de£initions ~n~ methodology 10r 
geometry,calculus etc. There are certainly many historical examples 
10r such conceptual or methodological breakthroughs. The concept 01 
a "Breakthrough" is much overused in modern society and I dont intend 
~o lay one on you now (so you can rest easier •• I WGuld, however 
~lke to point out that PhYSics and it's resultant effect on computer 
hardware in £act has had a major breakthrough with the development of 
integrated circuits. Whereas computer programming is stitl using the 
same methods employed with the first computers. Granted some progres~ 
has been made bu~ most people agree that a breakthr3ugh in computer 
programming Is necessary and maybe long overdue. 

The problem seems to be that programming (system design etc.) Is a 
much more complex problem. 

EXTREMELY COMPLEX PROBLEMS (the principle problem of our times) 

Historically our analytIcal techniques have not d.ea.lt well wIth 
problems of extreme complexity or that contained an inordinate 
number of independent variables. S~atistlcs has attempted to deal 
with this area bu~ has had very limited success. Its approach has 
been to ase tradltional analysis and it has had the same problema 
as other branches o£ science in dealing with problems o£ this 
nature .. 

Extremely Comt)tex Problems generally have the following 
propertIes: 

1) large number (approaching in£lnity) of indapendent 
variables, 

2) ~ack o~ localization, 

and generally cause the following reactions in people attempting 
to deal with them: 

1» Confusion 

2) Frus"trat ion 

3.» Cha.os 
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I~ you accept the premise that the most pressing problem in modern 
society is that society's inability to solve extremely complex 
l~roblems a.nd , that a major conceptual or rnethodc)l:.gicat 
"breakthrough" is necessary to ·facilita.te such solutions then it 
seems someone should setul> d. laborato'ry that would at tempt to 
create (in a controlled way) the conditions and an environment 
necessary to maximize the probablli~y 01 a breakthrough of the 
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desIred type. 4d 

THE BREAKTHROUGH LAB 5 

This Laboratory shou~d have all the attributes of a normal project 
with the rotlowing excep~ions. 

1) A director who is autonomous and really not a member of the 
project. ThIs allows him to really be in control of the 
project. In essence he is the experimentor. 

2) An inordinate number o£ intelligent people Ln order to 
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maximize the chance of a. breakthrough. Sa2 

3) Unusually diverse professional and personal backgro~nds in 
order to cover as much o:f society a.nd technolGgy as possible 
(cross £ertilizatlon) 

4) The pseudo project should be in a high teChnology area. 

5) Avoid success in traditional terms. This will cause a false 
sense o~ accomplishment and will make the project members 
complacent. (Remember the goal is a breakthro~ght not a 
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success£ul project ) 5a5 

6) Maximize confusion, frustration, and chaos. This is the 
gener.al atmosphere Tor complex problems and a breakthrough is 
more likely under these conditions. 5a6 

7) I-t is p.robably necessary (maybe not) that th.e member~ of the 
pseudo project not be aware of the labs real goals. 5a7 

8) The members o£ the project should be highly motivated to 
achieve the projects goals (not the tabs) even if ill or sel:f 
de1ined. Sa8 

£:1} All p.roblem.s, even if simple, mus"t be viewe:i in a higher 
context In order to make them complex (remember, these are the 
ones we are aIter). Sa9 

The laboratory's primary purpose Is to create and maintain an 
environment suitable .for a. ftbreakth.rough tl • This means care must be 
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taken that the rrustration level 01 the participants must not 
become so high, or th~ incremental rewards so low, as to cause the 
sUbJects' to leave the lab o~ the apparent normalcy of the project 
to become unstable. Such tools as apparent inept Dr indecisive 
~anagementt fuzzy goals and unclear departmental or functional 
lines can, and shou~d, be used as e~rective devices in creating an 
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a .. tmosphere o:f "creative frustrati·on". 5b 

Some Gommen t s 6 

You have probably suspected that my breakthrough lab is really 
ARC. Quite frankly the ~rustratlon and chaos here has been driving 
me nuts. I Just cannot accept ~he apparent madne~s of our 
situatIon. I have pieced together a conceptual mo1el o£ whats 
going on here at ARC that really explains the slt~ation as I see 
it. I have discussed my model wIth several people and it has been 
as revealing to them as it has been to me. 6a 

The experimentor in our BREAKTHROUGH LAB is DeE ~nd the mice are 
the members of the ARC sta££. The con1usion and seeming inabilty 
to get organized and lack of goals are all calcul~ted. The various 
groups and ~heir diverse directions are all part o~ the pLan to 
create the desired atmosphere in the hope that the much desired 
breakthrough wilt happen. I don't mean to imply t~at Doug Is some 
demoniacal mad scientIst, but it should be noted that he is 
tampering with our lives in a very signi~icAnt way. 

You may be surprised to learn, now that I underst~nd the game here 
at ARC (or at least think I do) that I have not quit. A~ter all, 
being a mouse running somebody's maze isn't a very nice way to 
think o~ ones self; however, I have played many games and most 
have been worse. The major £rustration ~or me has been not 
~nderstanding what was going on. Now that I have put that behind 
me I can get to work and decide i£ I want to p~ay and how I can 
get the most out o£ this new and certainly intere3ting gane. 
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